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SUMMARY OF THE POEM (ABSTRACT): The poetry ‘The I-M-Possible Dream’ is a story 

of every common man who aspires to achieve something great but anything great doesn’t come 

without failures. This small concept is depicted in poetry as a story of small bird ready to face 

the world. His dream is to fly high in the sky but he falls back to the Earth on his first flight. He 

feels weak, down yet anchored to his dream he never loses hope and finally nature also supports 

him. He regains strength after facing all the hardships, and takes a new flight. This time he 

reaches up the sky. The poet finally reveals the dream of conquering many skies (achieving more 

heights) with firm attitude that even problems thinks twice before hampering the path of an 

achiever. Hence the title itself says- IMPOSSIBLE that is I-AM-POSSIBLE. 

 

On an early morning flight, he came out bright 

As the sun beamed his eyes gleamed 

All he wanted was a stream to fly high. 

A Dream that no one knew 

He fought to makeit new 

Alas, he fell on Earth like dew. 

Wilting, trembling like a sapling 

He shredded, clinging, dreaming 

Was this the ending? 

With his cry, hues left the sky 

The smiling clouds took a stand by. 

Dark clouds nigh 

The winds roared, the trees flowed 

The rain was huge, everyone took refuge 

When the rage pacified, a flush took a ride. 

The sun shone, the flowers bloomed 

The time was here to come out of gloom. 

Tears dried, feathers were bright 

With a pearl to the right, he sighed. 

Strength restored, he took a strode 

Went up high to the sky 

Eyes Sparkled, all he knew was to fly. 
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Skies to conquer, world to explore 

This is his dream to fly more and more, 

That sun may forget his glitter ahead his ‘Briller’.  
 

ABOUT THE POET: * The poet is a research scholar in the Department of Chemistry, 

University of Lucknow, Lucknow, UttarPradesh. Her research work is mainly in the area of 

‘Steroids’. Though being in science field, English always remained in her heart and her passion 

for reading made her give expressions to her thoughts .Reading novels and poetries, writing 

various articles and music being her basic interests. 
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